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The Vicious Circle Of Technology And Human Beings In Between
This special edition has been
brought to you by AIS Gur 46
as a part of the GT Making A
Newspaper Contest. The interAmity newspaper making
competition witnesses each
branch of Amity across
Delhi/NCR churn out its own
‘Contest Edition’. The eight
special editions are pitted
against one another at the end
of the year, which decides the
winner at GT Awards. So,
here’s presenting the third
edition of ‘GT Making A
Newspaper Contest 2018-19’.
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Khwaish Gupta, XII I, AIS Gur 46
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ello fresh faced, well intentioned
child. Having difficulty breathing? Don’t inhale so deeply, else
your lungs will turn into smoke. I know
they are trying to make clouds rain prematurely to control the smog. But measures like these can only help so much. Are
you new to this game? Because it looks
like you don’t know the rules of this war
of technologies too well. Here, erratic
pasts are ‘improved’ by technologies to
result in an erratic future. So let me guide
you as you tread on the path of change…

Element (ary) school, P3

Step 1: Create a technology to
solve a problem

TOP to bottom, P5

So many problems plaguing the world.
What do we do? Solve it with technology,
of course. After all, it has helped us plenty
till now, hasn’t it? Thanks to advancements in transportation, relatives are but
a drive away. All the SUVs and XUVs
available ensure variety in both comfort
and design, which explains why six cars
are sold in India every minute. Overcoming the hurdle of reaching from
one point to another, we got more and
more vehicles till Delhi alone had
more than a crore vehicles. Cars
weren’t the only ones solving our
problem. Today, the whole world
glows brilliantly under the harsh
light of a million LED TVs, bulbs,
and even indicators. So let your
imagination run wild and take a
step forward into this game of
improving the world.

Through their eyes, P7

Would waiving off the loans
of Tamil Nadu farmers be
fruitful for Indian economy?
a) Yes

b) No

c) Can’t say
To vote, log on to
www.theglobaltimes.in

POLL RESULT
For GT Edition November 26, 2018

24%
12%

No

Can’t
say

17 %

36%

Yes

24 %

60%
48%

59 %

Do you think cloud seeding
will be an effective solution to
the current smog pollution?

0%

Results as on December 1, 2018

Coming Next
Abundance of junk

How to destroy the

Choice 1: Create another
technology to combat the first

In this era of breakneck development,
where 320,003 new technologies are invented every year, it’s almost instinct to
substitute one technology for another. So,
we build air purifiers and cause clouds to
rain prematurely to deal with environmental pollution, not realising that extra
power consumption and erratic climate
caused by them only aggravate the problem. We also tried solving the problem
anymore. Light pollution really flatters with electric cars that are the same - while
the sky, doesn’t it? So don’t beat yourself better than gas run cars, the mining and
up, child. This isn’t the most important disposal of nickel, zinc and other heavy
step. It’s the choice that follows that will metals required to produce rechargeable
batteries is slowly killing the planet.
determine the fate of this planet…
So step cautiously if you make this
Illustration: Ksheetija Das, AIS Gur 46, XII B
choice, for one wrong turn will lead you
straight to the bog of repetition- and then
no one can save you as you go in circles
repeating steps one and two like a hamster stuck in a spinning wheel, while the
world turns to ashes before you.

PLANET 101
than 1.6 million every year.
Even the coming of LEDs wowed everyone initially-until they were all buried
under the mountain of e-waste generated.
Not to mention how we can’t see stars

Choice 2: Go back to the
natural way of life
This is the safe zone, the road less
traveled - waiting for you to recognise it. Here, instead of solving one
problem by creating another, you
can cut back on the usage of first
technology and stop the problem
in its roots. Sure, you’ll feel hot
and tired if you cycle your way to
office instead of using a car; and
sure, it takes one extra step to deposit your used LED lights in an ewaste disposal plant. But once you
get accustomed to making smart
decisions and using technology
sparingly, you’ll see – the holes in
the sky fill up, the soil gets more fertile, and the air becomes breathable
again – it’s game over, then, and you
emerge as the winner.
Interlude: The time has come where I
can’t guide you any further. The choice
is yours and yours alone, my child,
so think carefully and think
quickly. The sun is about to set
on the horizon of this dying
planet and your choice could
change everything. G T

Step 2: Realise its ill
effects
Oh no! You’ve entered the jungle of mistakes. Unforeseen
repercussions of technology
are adversely affecting the environment, and now both fuel and
atmosphere are burning, literally. The air quality is down,
in fact Delhi fares the worst
in the world. Air pollution is
destroying your game and
humans too, killing more

Power of determination
From The Heart, Mind And Soul
Raunak Gupta, AIS Gur 46, XI B

W

ith the motto of ‘Health,
Dignity & Happiness’,
Nipun Malhotra, Founder
and CEO, Nipman Foundation,
wants to ensure that all three are
accessible to everybody. Born

with arthrogryposis, a rare congenital
disorder, he uses his own example to
fight for rights of specially-abled people. His organisation, Nipman Foundation works to ensure that the disabled
live complete lives, have mobility aids
and jobs that ensure their independence.
Author of graphic novel ‘No Red
Card for the Disabled’ and prime
reason for exclusion of the disabled from the odd-even car rule,
Nipun Malhotra is the torchbearer
of strength and determination.

Determined to succeed
There are no shortcuts, only hard work
can make dreams come true. We all have
aspirations, but if we don’t chase them,
then what’s the point? During my school
days, whilst my friends played sports
and indulged in co-scholastic activities,
I did not just dream of doing well, but I
made sure I worked hard and aced my
classes. You’ll always face problems,
but it is up to you how you turn them
into opportunities and succeed in life.

Determined to spread love
Nipun Malhotra, Founder & CEO, Nipman Foundation

It is easy to focus on negativity, but what
we don’t see is that even when we have

GT reporters with Nipun Malhotra
problems, we have so many things to be
grateful for. We should create a world
that believes in spreading love and
counting blessings. For me, my parents
have always been the source of love and
inspiration. They taught me to be grateful rather than being bitter.

with opportunities. I wanted to work on
the attitude, accessibility and affordability of resources that are granted to them.
With this in mind, I was not just fighting for myself, but also for fellow humans who face the same discrimination.

Determined to be the change

Our society is aware that specially-abled
people exist but they are apathetic to
their issues. To tackle this, we must start
at grass-root level and include information about the specially-abled in school
curriculum. We need to teach everyone
that no one is perfect; everyone has their
own share of problems. The only difference is that you can see mine. G T

Determined to sensitise
After experiencing discrimination firsthand, I wanted to bring change. Even as
a student at St. Stephen’s, I actively
campaigned to make the place accessible to specially-abled. After I graduated
from Delhi School of Economics, I
started Nipman Foundation with a goal
to help the disabled, and empower them
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2 Ground Reporting

Love for Qawwali

Contest Edition

Will? Will? Where are you wandering in
the GT World?
Kriti Panwar, AIS Gur 46, X A
Page Editor

Qissa-e-qawwali
Discovering The Hidden Jewels Of A Bygone Art Form At Nizamuddin Dargah
Pic: Ritik Sapra, AIS Gur 46, X A

Kriti Panwar, X A and Parth
Lakhani, XII J, AIS Gur 46
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xcited to witness the
much fabled art form of
Qawwali, we walked into
Nizamuddin Dargah wanting to
hear the rendition on Thursday
evening jumeraat. Yet no melodious sound was heard. The popular musical programme held
every Thursday, one of the main
attractions of the place, was no
longer there. Unable to contain
our disappointment, we asked
Pir Khwaja Afzal Nizami, the
caretaker of the Dargah and a descendent of Nizamuddin Auliya
himself, about the missing
Thursday sama. “We had to discontinue that after we found that
someone was selling tickets for
our Qawwali shows. This is defaming Mehboob-e-Ilahi,” he
said. Turns out that some websites were charging 200 INR as
entry fee for Thursday sama, a
ritual that the qawwals had been
performing for free for the past
seven centuries.
But this does not mean that the
beautiful practice will stop. “We
will continue as per schedule except on Thursdays,” informed
Kabir Nizami, a caretaker.
The pious art form was created
by Amir Khusro Dehlavi, the

Visitors come in from faraway lands to hear the magic

GT reporters witness the true love for Qawwali
spiritual disciple of Khwaja
Nizamuddin Auliya, in the late
13th century. It continues to
spread the message of love and
peace. The recital of Qawwalis,
since then, has become a tradition of its own, and every Thursday, the Qawwals sing in unison
about the grace of God, a tradition they had been following for
ages, or used to follow until six
months ago.
“The jumeraat qawwali is surreal. Many Qawwals go on to
sing for 4-6 hours, making it a
mesmerising experience,” says

Eram, a regular at the dargah.
Nadim, another qawwal shared,
“Qawwalis are a way to connect
to the Almighty. Allah looks after
all beings, and nothing would
make him happier than to see his
creations live harmoniously.”
Nadim is one of the eight
Qawwals residing in the Dargah,
and has been singing for past
thirty five years.
But all is not peaceful in the
world of this art that seeks to reinstate peace. The money that
this art form offers is negligible,
the only source of income being

Generations of love poured heart into the art

the nazraana that visitors at the
Dargah offer at will. “We usually
get 400 to 600 INR in every sitting. Sometimes we are invited
to small gatherings and religious
practices, so that adds to extra income. But that is also reducing
now as people tend to opt for
recorded music,” shares Chand
Nawab, one of the oldest
qawwals of the Dargah.
“The number of visitors has decreased since we stopped the
Thursday sama,” adds Nadim.
“Qawwali singing is losing its
significance among the masses,

who now prefer western music
and culture over Sufi music,”
says Chand Nawab.
Quiz them about contemplating
to switch fields and pat comes
the answer, “Gaayenge nahi toh
kya karenge? This is what we
were taught to do ever since we
were little children.” But this is
not a skill they would like to pass
on to the next generation. “My
children sing Qawwali. It is a tradition and I want them to pursue
it, but only as a hobby and not as
a profession,” confesses Chand
Nawab with a heavy heart.

But love transcends all borders,
even the harsh ones of financial
inadequacies. “It is in our blood
to sing for Allah and spread
Nizamuddin Auliya’s message,
and we will very happily perish
doing our duty, just like our forefathers, and their forefathers,
did,” says Nadim.
We entered the Dargah innocent,
excited, and left feeling wiser.
The hundreds of lanterns burning
behind us beckoned us back into
the sanctuary, and when we did
wrench ourselves from the Dargah, it was only physically.G T

News Room

AIS Gur-46

Rising to the challenges Page editor at work

Up and up we rise!
Rising with each brush stroke Illustrators create magic

Rising with love Editors-in-chief all ready to sparkle

Rising to do the duty The dedicated writers

For more pictures, log on to www.facebook.com/theglobaltimesnewspaper

Contest Edition

Kids read Bubbles. Men read Amar
Chitra Katha. Legends read GT.
Aditya Pathak, X I & Yavnika Garg, XII
D, AIS Gur 46, Page Editors
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Learning Curve

3
Education & Enhancement

A vocal experiment

Amity Institute
for Competitive
Examinations

The Latent Voices That Leave A Mark On Us From The Background
Aditya Pathak, AIS Gur 46, X I
“Doors will open on the left. Please
mind the gap.”

T

his is the voice of Rimi Simon
Khanna, the woman behind Delhi
Metro’s iconic voice, without
which we can’t imagine our
daily hustle bustle. That is the
kind of impact that ‘voice acting’ has over our daily lives. A
blooming career choice, here’s
how an ‘experiment’ with this
field can work out.

jate raho’, ‘Turn left after 200m’ or ‘Talking Tom’ being the most prevalent examples. Some of the more exciting ones
include dubbing in animated movies and
cartoons, video games, TV commercials
and narrating audio books. A major part
of voice acting is dubbing, changing the
sounds and speech to a different dialect
from the original.

Materials Required: Apart from
having a good voice and the ability
to modulate the same, you
should be able to speak and
read eloquently. The intonation

and voice moderation must reflect the
emotion. Even with natural talent and
proper education, it is crucial to give a
professional touch to your work - voice
lessons, acting courses, radio-jockeying
and singing lessons should be considered.

Procedure: To get the job, you need to
develop your talent while marketing yourself. First, create a demo reel, and then
build a resume. Next, find a talent agent
and send your portfolio for interviews and
further
selection
processes. Make use
of platforms like
Voices.com that let

Aim: To become a successful
voice-over artist
Theory: In terms of the job,
voice acting has an infinite
variety - ‘93.5 Red FM ba-

you create a profile, market your talent on
a global scale and gain access to thousands of opportunities.

Observations: There are a few voice actors, like Morgan Freeman, Susan Bennett
(real voice of Siri) whose voices are taped
in our heads. And who doesn’t know the
patient GPS girl, Karen Jacobson! And
soon, Google Assistant can be heard in the
voice of John Legend!

Precautions:

n While being able to work from a home

studio sounds appealing, one must consider the costs that come along with
setting up a voice acting career. You’ll
be required to invest in a high quality
home studio with professional-grade
equipment (cost ranging from Rs
1,50,000 to 3,70,000) and proper vocal
training (Rs 10,500 each class).
n Some novice voice artists may land
their first job within a month, but not
everyone is lucky. Launching your
voice acting career may be tricky, but
you have to be very patient and optimistic to stick out in this career.

Inference: If you can imitate your teach-

Illustration: Ishita Karwal, AIS Gur 46, XI H

The warred ward
For Them, School Is A Second Home
Puloma Gupta, XI I & Toyam
Khanna X F, AIS Gur 46

S

chool. Sleep. Repeat: the
life of a normal student.
But for a ‘staff ward’ its
not that easy. One might confuse
the life of a staff ward with a bed
of roses: free pick up-drop, entry
to canteen, etc. Don’t know what
goes behind the scene? I’ll tell
you what conspires in our world.
Everyday a PTM: Remember
the butterflies in your stomach
before the PTM? Well, that’s a
normal bodily function for us, we
deal with it everyday. You pull a
prank, get caught, and there is a

chance that the teacher will forget it till it’s PTM. But that’s not
for us. The teacher meets our
teacher-parent for an impromptu
PTM, and there you are – gone.
Rising up to Burj Khalifa: You
are expected to rise up to the expectations of teachers and parents. As for us, we are expected
to rise higher than Burj Khalifa.
We’re expected to do better just
because we are teacher’s wards
and that is directly proportional
to us being smart.
Give us some credit: Failure
gives us jitters. But staff wards
are more scared of success.
Every achievement that we man-

age, there is always a “You did
well because you are a staff
ward!” lurking in the background.
Unsaid challenges: Students
from our parent’s class always
come with questions like “When
is ma’am rejoining?” Excuse
you, my mom is my mom. Period. No discussions.
Mom or ‘ma’am’: The eternal
confusion of addressing your
parent is a challenge. If you call
them mom, you would get a
*this is my workplace and I am
your teacher* stare. Beware!
P.S. We aren’t good secret keepers, as we love mom more! G T

Pic: Laxya Pahuja, X F | Models: Students of Class IV & V, AIS Gur 46

ers well, are always the orator in the
events happening in your school, and are
prepared for some hard years before a
blooming career in an exciting field, then
consider yourself suitable for becoming a
voice-over artist.
You don’t need looks, age or a certain personality for it. It’s for anyone with proper
training and a unique voice!G T

Presents
Brainleaks-263
FOR CLASS VI-VIII
Which of the following is
the heaviest known metal?
(a) Iron
(b) Osmium
(c) Uranium
(d) Gold
Last Date:
DEC 7, 2018

entries win
attractive prizes
3 correct

Ans. Brainleaks 262: (C)
Winner for Brainleaks 262

1. Sanvi Srivastava, IX G , AIS Gur-46
2. Saurabh Jha , XI A, AIS PV
3. Shivansh Pande, VI C, AIS MV

Name:........................................

Class:........................................

School:.....................................

Send your answers to The Global Times,
E-26, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 24 or e-mail
your answers at brainleaks@theglobaltimes.in

Illustration: Veda Pandya, AIS Gur 46, XI I

Books or Bytes?

www.librariesvsinternet.com
Khwaish Gupta
AIS Gur 46, XII I

N

ovelists and bloggers, readers and
viewers, the wait is
over! King Libr’y II and
Mensch Internet are going to
fight a battle of (s)words only
to decide who rules.
L: Dear countrymen, you are
moving closer to the dreadful
technology that is brainwashing you. As per the American
Library Association, Prince
Internet only provides 8% of
all journals and books. And
you side with him?
I: And you didn’t just google
this fact. Stop blaming me because you’re on your own.
L: You are mistaken. I have
an army of librarians who
have assisted researchers
time and again.You are the
one who is alone, kid.
I: I do not have time to waste,
like you do. People like to do
everything themselves, which
is why they do not need fancy
librarians when they can just
look up everything on me.

L: And what help do you provide? Excessively easy disposal and overflow of data
has downgraded the
value of knowledge. Libraries offer free access
to content, including
journals, newspapers, encyclopedias and more.
I: You think your oldfashioned shelves
can be in the same
league as my children: Wikipedia and
YouTube? By the way, your
men are here because I posted
it on my Insta story.
L: Considering the past, people probably created you by
seeking inspiration from me.
I: But I am their hero now,
not you. I think I should tell
AI to destroy libraries.
L: You can try doing that, but
they will face a lot of resistance. People love me with all
their hearts. I have newspapers, journals, magazines,
etc. What do you have? *A la
Bachchan style*
I: I have text, videos, audios
and graphics. What do you
have? (Talk of comebacks)
L: Authenticity! That’s what
I have. Even today, people
visit libraries to touch hard-

covers which wrap inside it
the magic of words. If you
have auditory/visual content,
then I have the timeless feel
which pleases the olfactory
senses of a Biblichor. Just
wait and watch. But, why are
we fighting? We don’t need
a world where only either
can exist. Maybe the needs
of today call for us to exist
together, in harmony, creating a dream that shows we
can have new technology
without giving up our roots.
I: I’m sorry, friend. My arrogance had blinded me. I now
realise we are one big family, and to help the modern
man, we need to exist together, kyunki hum saath
saath hain!

Gyan Vigyan Science & Technology

Contest Edition

4

I don’t know who you are, but I will find you,
and I will science you.
Raunak Gupta, AIS Gur 46, XI B, Page Editor
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Element (ary) school
You Have Seen These Groups In School But Never As Parallel To The Periodic Table
Graphic: Rachit Gupta, IX J | Illustrations: Ananya Gupta, XI C & Kshitij Bagga, IX I, AIS Gur 46

Sarthak Narain
AIS Gur 46, XII E
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itting in a classroom, you will realise that it contains many different groups, but what if your
school was the periodic table and the
students were its elements. Which group
do you think you will belong to?

Hahahalogens
The funny ones

Al-cool-i Metals
The energetic ones

These ‘popular kids’ are famous for
being hilarious and electrifying. Just like
Chlorine and Fluorine which react with
many metals, they never spare anyone
in their laughter count. Influencing
everyone around them, they are no less
in showing their polarizing power.
Halogens are very reactive and are lethal
to biological organisms. They combine
with a range of elements and have a high
polarizing power.

Though alkali metals are the first to
come in the periodic table, these lads
don’t really come first in the class. They
outpour their emotions more often than
not, and aren’t everybody’s favourites.
They have pure hearts which you will
recognise when you associate with
them, just like Sodium and Potassium.
This property of theirs will melt your
heart like Caesium melts on your palm.
Alkali metals are very reactive, soft,
brittle and have low melting points.

Al-kal-ine Earth Metals
The lazy ones
Just as alkaline earth metals are not the
most reactive elements of the table,
these students are not the most energetic. They know perfect excuses to
delay their work. Like rays of radioac-

monds. This clan has bookworms, last
benchers, athletes and car fanatics, and
always come to the rescue of their pals.
Of course, we are talking of the carbon
family elements. They are stable and
exist in a number of allotropes. They
also form strong covalent bonds.

‘Know’ble Gases
The quiet ones
tive Radium, their laid back attitude
makes them toxic. Nevertheless, these
children also show their different
colours in different situations. For example, they are the fastest to pounce on
other’s tiffins, occasionally top exami-

nations, and obviously these couch potatoes show awareness in current affairs.
If you still couldn’t really tell, the fact is
that alkaline earth metals are less reactive than alkali metals. They impart
colour to flame while burning.

Graphic: Suyash Mittal, AIS Gur 46, IX G

Crys-pal-logens
The bonding ones
These lads are bound to catenate with as
many ‘bros’ as they can. Their bond is
one of the strongest in the hood, just like
carbons bond together to form dia-

They are the silent killers of their class.
Sitting quietly in a corner, they virtually
never react to what happens around
them; but they come out as the brightest
stars with their straight A’s.
Noble gases are non-reactive.They
occur in the last group and are usually
in a gaseous state.G T

True face of happiness
It’s Raining Science, With A Hint Of Joy
Model: Khwaish Gupta, XII I & Rachit Gupta, IX J, AIS Gur 46

Samira Khatri
AIS Gur 46, X A
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Plan-it out

Visiting The Peculiar Planets Around Us
Gurekas Singh
AIS Gur 46, IX H

Introducing Kepler 16
Real Life Tatooine
The great masterpiece called
Tatooine is a desert planet that
is integral to the universe. It
would be a treat for the Star
Wars fandom to know that Kepler-16, a faraway exoplanet, is
the real life equivalent of the
fictional Star Wars planet, because it is one of the only planets that orbits a dual binary

Introducing HD 189733b
Where it rains glass…
Everyone likes a drizzle of rain
on a hot summer day. Well, that
wouldn’t be the case if you inhabit HD 189733b. Why? Because it showers glass there and
it definitely won’t be a joyful
experience! A silica concentrated atmosphere causes clouds
to rain molten glass, which
hardens as it falls. The winds
push the glass so it flies in the
air horizontally, slicing everything on the way. So, if you plan
to visit, make sure you pack
glass-proof gear!

water to evaporate. This also
leads to the creation of huge
stone rock clouds, so it snows
rocks. A trip to see this magnificent rock show is not a great
idea because temperatures here
range from 2000°C to -210°C.
Talk about moody!

Introducing 55 Cancri e
The costliest planet

Introducing CoRot-T-7p
A rocky snowfall

Diamonds are expensive, aren’t
they? What about a planet entirely made up of diamonds? 55
Cancri e is a planet that could
be completely made up of pure
diamond because of its richness
in carbon elements. The immense pressure caused by this
planet’s gravitational pull, can
condense the carbon and form a
gigantic diamond. You are most
likely to forget the Kohinoor if
you visit this planet.

Do you like snowfall? You
won’t, if you lived on this
planet named CoRot-T-7p.
Here, the heat causes lava, not

Well, this was just a glimpse.
All the very best to the coming
generations!

Illustration: Veda Pandya, XI I, AIS Gur 46
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ncapsulating trillions of
planets within it, the universe seems boundless.
Every planet is unique in its
own sense, yet some are so peculiar that they will leave you
startled. And these peculiarities
do not restrict themselves to just
lack of gravity or possessing a
ring around it. So let us venture
out on an odyssey through the
special planets in our galaxy.

system. Unfortunately, you
can’t visit it because it stands
200 light years away.

t was a rainy day when my
friend and I decided to go get
an ice cream. As we walked
to the ice cream van, he would
not stop blabbering about the
amazing day he was having. On
asking the reason for his happiness, he told me how he got up
early in the morning all fresh and
went out for a jog, “Oh! What a
way to start the day!”
I couldn’t believe he was excited
for a run. “Actually it’s because
exercise helps cheer one up and
it also relieves stress in general.”
He didn’t like that I gave science
the credit for his happiness.
Intent on proving that his happiness was solely because of him,
he egged me, “Well, can you explain this then; while I was out,
it started raining which made me
feel good. I bet there’s no science
behind why that would make me
happy,” he replied with a sure
face. “Of course buddy! Here’s a
fun fact: We spend most of our
lives surrounded by positive ions
created by electronics and re-circulated air. Positive ions create
happy hormones called ‘serotonin’, but high levels of the
same can cause ‘serotonin irritation syndrome’. This is why rain
or showers help in reducing
stress since they have negative
ions and these charges in moving
water neutralise our excessive
positive charge, reducing stress.
Storms have the same effect.” I
paused to catch my breath. He
opened his mouth to say something, but decided against it.

Pic: Mehul Chopra, XII I, Graphic: Laxya Pahuja, X F , AIS Gur 46

We walked for about five more
minutes to get to the ice cream
van and he stopped for a second.
“Is there science behind why ice
cream would make me happy
after your kill-the-mood attitude?” he said. “Well as a matter
of fact, yes! Scientists have
found out that a spoonful of any
cold dessert lights up the pleasure center in the brain. They used

imaging techniques to watch
blood flowing in the brain and
observed the rapid movement of
molecules which made one feel
calm and contented.” I laughed.
He turned around, away from the
ice cream van, “Let me know if
there is science behind people
running your day because they
are a total know-it-all”
“You know what, there is!”G T

Contest Edition

I don’t have friends, Watson.
I have a GT Family.
Dhriti Seth, X J & Mugdha Jain, XI F
AIS Gur 46, Page Editors

Raunak Gupta
AIS Gur 46, XI B

“O

rder! order!’ Justice Brinjal’s words resonated
across the courtroom.
“So, what problem does this court have
to address this morning?” Immediately,
all the vegetables present for the hearing in the local court settled down. The
husky voice of Advocate Bitter Gourd
cut through the silence. “Milord, I present my case against the TOP vegetables,
I mean Tomato, Onion and Potato. The
Indian gourd-ment’s decision to increase the market for them has brought
nothing but discontentment amongst
my fellow native veggies.”
And as if in unison a hundred voices
erupted. From the spicy bicker of chillies to the sour taunts of lemons, all
could be heard simultaneously. Justice
Brinjal turning purple with anger at the
sight of this unruly crowd, shouted,
“Order! Order” “Discontentment for
what? They grow in the same soil as all
of you do. What is the problem?”
“They grow in this soil, but this is not
the soil they were born in. Coming from
cuisines away, they have taken to market just as fish takes to water. I reckon
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U, Me Aur Hum

TOP to bottom
TOP Sat On The Market Wall, TOP Had A Great Fall
this is the same strategy the British used
to capture India, first they took over our
trade, and then they took over our
whole country!” BG ended catching his
breath after he was done with his rant.
Sensing the bitterness, Justice
Brinjal spoke in a conciliatory
manner, “So what if they were not
born here? I am sure we all
can co-grow and cook together.”
Jackfruit, triggered by
this remark, exploded, “Co-grow?
They want to outgrow, all of us. You
watch the news, petitioners question the
prices of
TOP going
o v e r- t h e -

top; you take a stroll in the garden and
aunties talk about pyaaz more than padosi ka raaz!” Well, Jackfruit, who only
had an English name, spoke with a pain
that only a true Hindustani can relate to.
Thus, followed a bedlam of

5

Whose life is it anyway?

whispers turning up the heat. “Decorum! The court is a place for facts and
not emotions!” bellowed the Judge.
“Milord, we have facts. ‘Operation
green’ has given a sum of rupees 500
crores for the promotion of these TOP
vegetables. This clearly shows the hidden agenda of these TOP veggies to be
on top of all of us.”
“TOP, do you have anything to say in
your defense?” Justice Brinjal put the
ball in the court of the other group. The
Mexican Tomato, red with anger tried
to not let the accusations penetrate
through his skin and replied, “Sir, I assure you and all my amigos that we
have no such intention. We only meant
to make merry and salsa!”

“I absolutely root for you. My connection with South America is as thin as
my skin! I am a Hindustani,” meddled
in Potato. “Ah! Me too,” Onion replied
in his Egyptian tone, “I could never betray Mother India. I have laid down my
life on the chopping board to serve you
with the best of onion paranthas and
even jumped in burning oil to serve you
the famous paneer-do-pyaza.”
Potato shut all his eyes and then looked
up to the sky and sighed, “It is so unfortunate that even though we have
fried, baked and cut ourselves for the
cause of our nation, we are still labeled
as anti-nationalists.” Tomato rottenly
added, “If we are tossed away from the
land we love, we would fall into a vegetative state.” Before any more arguments could be heard, the clock struck
lunch-time and the court was adjourned
for the next session. Judge Brinjal
looked relieved. After all, there wasn’t
much that he could do when people of
the nation accepted ‘TOP’ as their very
own. Irrespective of their motive of arrival, these three veggies spread out
their seeds and conquered every region,
state, taste and culture across India,
glazing the pages of our history with
their own!G T

Illustration: Mitalee Makwana, AIS Gur 46, XI J

The raid of reality
You Might Be The Hero Of Your Life; But Your Life Isn’t A Bollywood Movie!
ation when we sing and dance
loudly? Check. Sandwiches forgotten? Check. All of us waiting
to get back home? Check Check.

Sayantni Dubey, IX C and
Mugdha Jain, XI, AIS Gur 46

W

e are so busy in our
monotonous
routines, we often wish
that our lives were a movie, a
beautiful and riveting one at
that! What if that wish was to
come true? What if our lives
were the center of this huge
blockbuster Bollywood film and
we were the protagonist? What
if there was background music
being played with each step we
take, replete with more than a
1000 hair flips and synced dance
performances. Trust me, it’s
going to be a total cliché!

Friendly Feud

Mornings
Bollywood style: I wake up in an
ecstatic mood. With background
music being played, I get ready
in full KJo style: face mask
done, hair blow-dried and more
than 1000 selfies taken. With
small slow steps I walk down
the stairs, with a perfect black
outfit and heels higher than Eiffel Tower. Everyone is staring at
me with admiration.
Black makes you look thin and
green makes you look fat.
Reality: I’m late again. The only
music I hear is my mom shout-

Pic: Mehul Chopra, XII I | Model: Karandeep Singh, XII F, AIS Gur 46

ing at me. The face mask routine
took more than an hour and I
don’t have time to wash my hair,
so I just tie a quick bun. I rush
out of the house with a toast
clenched between my teeth and
start running towards the bus
stop. I’ve missed the bus for the
third day in a row. Just another
regular monday.
Kahe ka lovely day!

Taking an exam
Bollywood style: I sit with a cool
head as I answer 3 questions out
of ten, and with full swag I get
up and slam the paper on the
teacher’s desk. I walk out of the
exam hall in over-confidence,
and when my friends ask me
how the paper went, my reply
always goes, Jhakaaaas!
Reality: “Sorry ma’am, just two

minutes more! Please,
ma’am, please. Life ka
sawaal hai.” Teacher
ignores and snatches
the paper away. I’m
left in tears.

Family Picnic
Bollywood style: *confetti and
balloons flying in the air* We
head for the much awaited fam-

ily picnic. Everyone is
singing, dancing, laughing
and having fun. A friendly
game of cricket, with the
family pet as umpire leaves
everyone awe-struck.
Janamo ke saathi, hum saath
saath hain!
Reality: Blazing hot sun?
Check. No one dancing and
everyone staring at us with vex-

Bollywood style: The school has
been turned into a battlefield.
The
two
over-energetic
teenagers charge at each other
with full aggression. Their cars
are smashed and explosions are
heard in the background. With
thunderous lightening, the hero
emerges out of the fire and
everyone is shook.
Haar kar jeetne wale ko baazigar kehte hai.
Reality: “Bhago Bhago, Principal Ma’am is here.” The two
boys are taken to the Principal’s
office and their parents are
called. A suspension letter is
handed out to both of them.
Ma’am please maaf kardo, agli
baar nahi hoga.
C’est la vie. Point to be noted
my lord, things look much
cooler in the mirror of Bollywood than they do in real life.
With this, I finally learn my lesson and my dream of standing
on two moving cars with one
foot on each, is shattered to
pieces! *tsk tsk*G T

Muse

Editorial

Value
of life
A young boy once asked his
father about the value of his
life. In reply his father gave
him a stone and asked him to
sell it in the market, with an instruction to just raise two finDr Amita Chauhan gers on being asked its price.
The boy first went to the local
Chairperson
market place. A woman liked
the stone and asked for the price. The boy raised
2 fingers and she offered 20 dollars for it. The
boy went to his father and told him the whole
story. The father now gave him yet another stone
and asked him to go to a museum and sell it the
same way. Once again, when the museum curator asked him for the price, he raised 2 fingers.
The curator offered him 200 dollars. Extremely
elated, the boy went to his father and told him
the story. This time, his father gave him another
stone and asked him to go sell it to a gemstones
store owner. The owner looked at it and asked
the boy the price. The boy, as told, raised 2 fingers. The owner offered him 200 thousand dollars. The perplexed child went back to his father
and narrated his experience. His father then told
him that just like a stone, the value of one’s life
is not decided by where one comes from, where
one is born, the colour of one’s skin, or how
much money one is born with. The true value of
a human is decided by how one places oneself
and the kind of people one chooses to be friends
and fellows with. You need to be with people
who realise your abilities and value you. You can
also try to help someone around you realise their
true potential. My dear children, I urge you to realise the value of your life and use it wisely to
make earth a better place for everyone. G T

Parenting
concerns
Parenting, in the 21st century,
is not an easy job to handle. In
today’s world of constant
change, the roles included in
the ordeal are also in a flux.
Arti Chopra
Role reversals are a common
Principal, AIS G 46 phenomenon today, where the
father doesn’t mind working
from home and looking after the child as the
mother gets serious about her identity in the professional world, wanting to be more than just a
‘homemaker’. But the main goal of parenting
has still not changed; it still focuses on instilling
character, values and morals in the child.
We, at Amity, understand the involvement of
parents in a child’s life; for us, parental involvement is accorded prime importance. We
work hard to make sure that the vision of all the
stakeholders of education namely students,
management, parents and teachers align, and together we teach a child to create a better world.
We ensure that the educators of today and the
parents of today join hands not just to educate a
child, but also to nurture them into being a good
human being. This contest issue by Amity International School, Gurugram 46, stands as a result of the joint venture of the students, teachers,
and parents. Every teacher and parent stayed up
with students to meet all the deadlines. Each and
every one of them encouraged the ideas presented, validated their talent, and made sure that
their head was in the right direction. This GT
edition stands as a testimony to the love, hard
work and effort put in by the teachers, the parents, and obviously above all, by the brilliant
students who are the makers of tomorrow.G T
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It’s too salty, bae.
Puloma Gupta, AIS Gur 46, XI I,
Page Editor
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iPhone Xcess
Features You Know, But What About The Unfeatured Reality?
Illustration: Ananya Gupta, AIS Gur 46, XI C

as well as DNA damage in plants and
animals. Continuous use of smartphones can also lead to cramps in fingers, wrists, neck and shoulders.

Rishika Chutani, XI F & Aashna
Sethi, XII I, AIS Gur 46

S

martphones are new rulers of
the empire called Earth. They
have become the air we breathe,
the food that satiates our hunger, and
the obsession that constantly needs to
be in our hands. The revolutionary
wave called smartphones introduced a
bigger, better and more efficient way
to use our phones, but at what cost?
The environmental consequences
prove that we are moving towards destruction, and whilst the entire world
reports the brand new features these
phones come out with every year,
there is a vista overlooked by all
which remains unreported.
Reported: Smartphone companies
now launching devices promptly!
Unreported: E-waste set to be higher
than Mount Everest.
In today’s world every new phone becomes old at the end of the week it is
launched. Each phone sees addition of
new features – dual cameras instead of
a single one, 720 pixel instead of 360
et al. But what we miss out is the addition of e-waste that comes with the
denouncement of old features and old
phones. Too much is produced and a
very less number of it is ever recycled.

While the result is air, water and soil
pollution, recycling failures lead to depletion of the already scant quantities
of precious metals like gold, copper
and platinum.
Reported: Phones make modern lives
simpler and easier!
Unreported: Phones-emit radiations
which cause health hazards.
The technology that we use has made

everything available to us at the touch
of a button and has arguably made our
life easier. But the new pair of best
friends - our hands and our mobile
phones, also come with a downside.
Scientific researches have proved that
there are physical, mental as well as
psychological risks of their excessive
use. Exposure to the radiations emitted by these devices leads to the weakening of the tissues in the human brain

If ‘If’ spoke...
...And If Only You Would Choose To Listen

Model: Luka Wohl, AIS Gur 46, XI I
Pic: Mehul Chopra, AIS Gur 46, XII I

Kriti Panwar, AIS Gur 46, X A
Dear regretful kid,
I hear you.
I hear the uncertainty messing up
your thoughts, preventing you from
taking any decision confidently. I
hear the unsteady beat of your heart;
I hear the silent message it cries out
for the world, desperately seeking an
answer to a question you don’t have
the guts to ask out loud: “What if,
What if, what if!”
I know you have been burnt before,
and your face is still streaked with
tears that carve paths through the ash
on your face, even as your tongue
numbly mouths my name.“If only I
had studied harder.” “If only I hadn’t
let my pride come in the way.” “If

only I’d been more careful.”And so,
you let your failures be your guide,
settling permanently into a suspension where you hesitate before every
step you take, letting me control your
life thoroughly.
I want to know why. I am but a two
letter word: ‘If’. I have no natural
predisposition towards the dark
thoughts of a ‘failed future’ that lurk
as shadows in your mind. It is you
who chooses my meaning, and I am
not happy being the bearer of a
hundred worst-case-scenarios you use
to scare yourself into shape. There is
hope in me, why don’t you see that? I
could be your prefix to happiness,
your roadsign to the route bursting
with opportunities and happiness.
Think of life as a long voyage into an

ocean: you can’t see what’s in front
of you, and you don’t know when
you’ll find a shore. Your journey can
be beautiful, and yet you choose to
colour it with bitterness and regret.
Don’t! What you’ve left behind will
not come back, and what lies ahead is
beyond your control. So let the wind
ruffle your hair; let the seagulls lull
you into sweet dreams, and you will
see that your heart sprouts the wings
of hope and pounds with happiness
and eagerness instead of apprehension and terror.
And just like that, everything will be
better, only if you allow it to be.G T
Sincerely,
Your benefactor,
If

Reported: Lucky to be born in the
technological era!
Unreported: The new nomophobic
iGeneration.
A click and a touch; everything is at
our doorstep. We can access everything, but this has created a generation
whose worst fear is being without their
phone. The no-mobile-phone phobia
has gripped the world in its claws. The
compulsive net surfing, gaming,
YouTubing, or virtually socialising on
Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat
has led to lower productivity in real
life. The addictive quality of digital
devices is alarming and withdrawal
symptoms include restlessness, irritability and insomnia. But the new
generation can’t seem to let them go
as they feel anxious spending time
away from their ‘extended arms’. It is
not surprising that iGeneration has
been recorded to be the most depressing set of youth in the recent history.
It is high time we realise the Achilles’
heel of these smartphones and work
towards finding a balance before it
truly gets too late. G T

With brand
new hope
The Global Times
is a launch pad to
naturally blossom
the creative urges
of children. The
Regina Mukherjee mind, as they say,
GT Coordinator is like a parachute
that works best
when it’s open. Creativity is something that cannot be forced. It needs
to be nurtured in open space and this
initiative is a humble attempt to free
growing minds, to allow them to
roam free in all the realms; the
realms of imagination, of experience,
of wonder, to create a world of
beauty, of words.
We are proud and exuberant to acclaim that we are ready with all new
hopes and hues to bring out this edition. The enthusiastic submissions of
the young writers will indubitably
pique and hold the interest of the
readers, and invite their admiration.
This, I believe is a pious attempt to
shape creativity of our budding talents and to assist them in learning the
art of being aware because success is
dependent on our power to perceive,
to observe and to explore. The cando attitude, hard work, dedicated efforts and innovation on display by
our editors and writers are sure to
leave an impression on the minds of
the readers and take them to the surreal world of uninhibited literary joy
and pleasure. The creative team of
AIS Gurugram 46 have put in their
hearts and souls along with relentless
efforts and heartfelt dedication to
achieve excellence in this treasure
trove. I sincerely hope that you enjoy
every bit of it.

Contest Edition

Knock knock. Who is there? We. We who? We
will we will rock you
Mitalee Makwana, XI J & Parika Gogia, XII J
AIS Gur 46, Page Editors
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Eyes and eyesights
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A low down on how
various living creatures
perceive the world
around them. Be ‘all eyes’
for this one!

Chicken

Chicken Vision

Human Vision

How they see?

Chickens see the same way as humans
do, except that they have three eyelids
that can be move independently. This
gives them a 300-degree field of vision
without rotating their head.

What they see?
While humans can only see only three colour
wavelengths i.e., blue, red and green, chickens
can see all the four ie blue, red, green and ultraviolet light.

Horse Vision

Human Vision

Horse

How they see?

Unlike humans, horses can’t see single image of
an object in front of them. The reason for this,
is a ‘blind spot’ present in front of the nose, due
to which it can see two images and cannot merge
them together like a human does. Although, the
placement of their eyes sideways gives them a peripheral vision upto 200 degrees.

What they see?

Eagle

Horses can only see blues and yellows, much unlike humans
who can see all the four colour hues ie red, green, blue as
well as yellow.
Eagle Vision

Human Vision

How they see?
Eagles can see eight times clearer as
compared to humans. They can spot their
prey at a distance of two miles because of
their ability to shift focus quickly. They can
zoom in and out on their prey like a camera.

What they see?
They can see a wider range of colours than humans
do, in addition to ultraviolet light. Because of this,
they can easily spot even minute changes in colouration
of their prey.

Human Vision

Dog Vision

Dog

How they see?

Dogs are near sighted, which means that what a human
could barely see at 75 feet is what a dog can just
about make out at 20 feet.

What they see?
With two cone cells in eyes, dogs can’t distinguish
between as many colours as humans can. They have a
special ability to pick up yellow, blue, ultraviolet light
and perceive some shades of grey similar to
the vision of humans.

Snake

Human Vision

Snake Vision

How they see?
A snake’s vision is ruled by thermal(heat) signatures of an object or
prey. This means that the infra-red receptors located on their snout
can sense the heat of warm-blooded animals.

What they see?
They are able to see only two primary colours- blue and green as
compared to humans.

Text: Khwaish Gupta, AIS Gur 46, XII I | Illustration: Parika Gogia, XII J and Mitalee Makwana, XI J, AIS Gur 46
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Mitron, kabhi kabhi baaki page bhi
padh liya karo!
Riyosha Sharma, AIS Gur 46, XI D
Page Editor
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Pics: Riyosha Sharma, AIS Gur 46, XI D

A revolutionary evolution
Graphic: Rachit Gupta, AIS Gur 46, IX J

All the land in the world
grew barren. Humans were
ripped off of everything
they ever had. Even the
Gods wept for life on Earth.

Storywala

Aditya Pathak
AIS Gur 46, X I

Y

ear 2894 has everything,
every height conquered,
every ocean explored.
Humans are at the top of their
game (which they think they
have been since the last billion
years). Yet, here I am looking at
my history textbook, wondering
if my brain could scan the text
and I didn’t have to mug all of it.
“Why me, dad?” I asked my dad
with teary eyes. Just like any
other parent responded in a reflex, “Back in my day…” I obviously didn’t hear the rest.
Chapter Three. The universal

strike of 2500. A war that almost
missed human extinction. “Do I
really need to know why my
great-great-grandfather didn’t
lose and I had to be born just to
mug this up?” “Of course!” Wait,
what? My history textbook just
talked to me. “Is this really
you?” I exclaimed. The textbook
didn’t really seem to care, “Now,
do you want to ace that test or
not?” I nodded my head in agreement and slowly evaporated into
the textbook.
I opened my eyes to people running angrily everywhere, ready
to kill each other; cars were
being hammered and thrown in
craters that were once lakes;

world grew barren. Humans were ripped off of everything they ever had. Even the
Gods wept for life on Earth.
“It took them time, over some
hundred years. They understood
the value of conservation and
sustainability – two terms you
must remember. Soon, they
began innovating organically; instead of fighting with each other,
they were fighting for each other.
A century later, Earth was back
to perfection.” The textbook
ended its story and I could see
beautiful grasslands, bright sky,
sparkling lakes and trees with
fruits in abundance. It appeared
nothing less than paradise.
Before I could finish absorbing
the scent of fresh mud, I was
back in my room. History had
never fascinated me so much. I
rushed to tell dad about what
happened. After I finished my
story, he said, “So you did listen
when I was teaching you my secret spell! I thought you dozed
off.” With this, my father left me
wondering if I was a wizard or
just another student who likes to
sleep during study sessions.G T

trees were nothing but coal black
woods standing tall. “You see,
humans did this to themselves.
They thought that technology
would redeem them, but it only
got worse with each invention,”
said the textbook. “First they destroyed the land, then the oceans
and finally the sky. After the 22nd
century, humans never saw a
blue bright sky with the shining
rays of Sun.” I couldn’t believe
my eyes or my ears. “What I see
today is so much different from
this. Who fixed all of this?” The
textbook responded with a sigh,
“The nature had to restore itself
when no one else stood up for
their kind. All the land in the

Toastello
Ice Cream
Divya Bahl, AIS Gur 46, XI G
Large marshmallows . . . . . . . . . . 12
Heavy whipping cream . . . . . .1 cup
Whole milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .½ cup
Ingredients
Granulated sugar . . . . . . . . . .1/4 cup
Egg yolks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vanilla extract . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .½ tsp
Chocolate chip cookies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12
Salt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . as desired

For ice cream:

=Preheat the broiler. On a broiler-safe
pan, toast the marshmallows until
brown, rotate to toast all of the sides. Remove from the broiler and let cool.
=To make the base mixture, combine
milk and sugar in a saucepan on medium
flame. Meanwhile whisk egg yolks in a bowl.
=Now, slowly add the heated milk mixture to egg yolks while
whisking constantly.
=Pour the mixture back into the saucepan and cook until it
thickens enough to coat the back of a spoon.
= Pour base mixture through a strainer in a large bowl.
=Now, add cream, vanilla extract and salt, mix well and set
aside until cool.
In an blender, add the base mixture and toasted marshmallows. Chill completely in the fridge.

Method

To assemble:

=Freeze the cookies for at least 15 minutes.
=Place a scoop of marshmallow ice cream onto the flat side
of one cookie. Sandwich it together with another cookie.

WORDS VERSE
Illustrations: Sanaa Garde, AIS Gur 46, XI I

Who will survive?

Your toasted marshmallow ice cream is ready to be devoured!

Walks to home without a sound
She tries to keep the facade

Riyosha Sharma
AIS Gur 46, XI D
Will she be condemned
Or be met with surprise?

And wonders - What if, what if
Just one of them survives? G T

Illustration: Sanaa Garde, AIS Gur 46, XI I

Get ready to add new words to your vocabulary and
become a word wizard!

Would she burn at the stake
For trying to rise?

Kindle a different spark?
Or would they rather join

She skipped two stairs in a row
Spreading me steady and slow

When it was her turn to perform
I came out in my full form

The chest of lost treasures
Buried deep under the soil?

I’ll introduce myself in a gush
My name is adrenaline rush

Some say I give them chills
To others I bring thrill

Perhaps they would be tamed
And be taught to behave

I sped through her cold and fast
Peak of horror left her aghast

I can startle in mid-show
But that is how you grow

Under the glint of knives
Perhaps they would burn away

This left me in a lively mood
I gave her anxiety, being rude

When she gave her performance
I got back to my ignorance. G T

And be forgotten with time
With despair she turns around

Illustration: Veda Pandya,AIS Gur 46, XI I

Her heart beating in her chest
Her situation gave me no rest

Prabha Jha
AIS Gur 46, IX C

U

T
M
E

A heart without dreams is a bird without feathers

If you see with innocent eyes, everything is divine

R
X

Activity: Parth Lakhani, AIS Gur 46, XII J

CAMERA CAPERS
Kshitij Misra, AIS Gur 46, XI A

I

Answers: Mixer; Remix; Timer; Merit; Remit; Mute; Time; Emit; Mite;
Rime; Mire; Item

Rushed in a gush

Would the children of her mind
And the creature leashed inside

Send in your entries to
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in

Embracing the vibrant hues of nature

Contest Edition

GT release nahi, paida hua hai.
#gtalikhan
Farhan Siddiqui, VIII E & Shiny Verma,
VII H, AIS Gur 46, Page Editors
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Pic courtesy: Ananya Rao, IV H | Illustrations:Veda Pandya, XI I, AIS Gur 46

The ‘unique’orn quest
Illustration: Veda Pandya, AIS Gur 46, XI I

Shrivali Gupta
AIS Gur 46, IV J

“It was the unicorn! About
to hit a kid. She used her secret weapon to placate the
dark creature and got it to
the secret lab.”

Short story

M

aika was a teenage girl
who worked for Adventurous Inc. As a secret agent, she had gone for
numerous adventures, but her
favourite was the one with the
unicorn. It started when one day
she found out about the unicorn
of Grand Fenwick. Thus, began
Maika’s adventure.
She packed her bags and went to
catch the next flight to Grand
Fenwick. She couldn’t help but
inquire about the sightings during her flight. She spoke to a few
natives and found that the sightings were in Chala forest.
On reaching Grand Fenwick,
Maika decided to check out the
forest. She took a cab and asked
the driver if he knew anything
about the unicorn. “Legend has
it that when Grand Fenwick was
conquered by king Titon, the
Gods got angry and cursed him
that every land he conquers will
be haunted by evil unicorns,” the
driver repeated what he’d said to
many passengers earlier.
Maika was more charged after
listening to the legend. She
reached the forest and started
walking deep in the woods. A
few moments later, something

unusual caught her eye. She
pointed her flashlight in the direction and it looked like someone had carved a message on a
tree. She went closer to read the
message - ‘The dark spirits have
been released.’ Maika was curi-

ous. As she was about to head
back, she found some white
gooey liquid around the tree.
“Could it be the unicorn?” she
thought to herself.
The next day she set out to find
more about those inscriptions.

On her way, she heard someone
cry and rushed in that direction.
She couldn’t believe her eyes. It
was a unicorn! About to hit a kid.
She used her secret weapon to
placate the dark creature and got
it to the secret lab.
When she reached the lab and examined the unicorn, she noticed
that her hands were all white.
Could this be another trick? To
take away its powers, Maika decided to wash the unicorn with
magic water. As soon as the water
hit unicorn’s skin, it started to
shed its colour. Oh shoot!Why is
the unicorn brown? And then
plop! The horn fell off its head.
Suddenly, it all made sense.
Maika realised what had happened and laughed until she
dropped to the floor. The people
of Grand Fenwick had been
tricked by a painted horse.G T

So what did you learn today?
New word: Placate
Meaning: To make less angry

Ananya with her pumpkin: After and before

No carve pumpkin
Ananya Rao
AIS Gur 46, IV H

Material required
1.Pumpkins

2. Floral paper

3. Mod Podge

4. Brush

5. Golden glitter

Procedure
Step 1: Cut out floral patterns
from
the
floral
paper.
Step 2: Apply Mod Podge with
a brush to the pumpkin roughly
where you want your floral
paper
piece
to
go.

Step 3: Stick the floral paper on
top of the Mod Podge.
Step 4: Apply Mod Podge
under any edges that didn’t adhere to the pumpkin, then apply
a thin layer of Mod Podge over
the edges of the paper.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2 to 4
wherever you’d like on your
pumpkin until you are happy
with the floral design you’ve
created.
Step 6: Apply Mod Podge to
the pumpkin stem, then sprinkle
glitter over it.
Your floral pumpkin is now
ready! You can use it as a decorative piece for Halloween.
Add on: To complement the
floral pumpkin, you can decorate mini pumpkins by applying
a layer of Mod Podge on them
and sprinkling glitter!

POEMS
Beauty in every corner amazes
Jars of beads and tins of thread
Meters of cloth: brown and red

Saaisha Sachdev
AIS Gur 46, IV G
Teacher: I hope I didn't see
you looking at John's exam?
Student: I really hope you
didn't either.

Gown for balls, dress for prom
Skort at playdate can’t go wrong
That puffy princessy dress
Will leave everyone impressed

Teacher: Wake up, Paul! You
can’t sleep in the class!
Student: I could actually, it’s
just that you’re a bit loud.
Teacher: Why are you late?!
Student: Well I was crossing
the road and suddenly it says
School ahead, go slowly!
Teacher: Didn't I tell you to
stand at the end of the line?
Student: I tried but there was
someone already there!

The fashion store
Naman Pal
AIS Gur 46, VII G
One day I’ll own a fashion store
With a bell hung over the door
Spilly boxes with things inside
Pretty outfits and counters wide

Glass windows and shiny doors
Pretty clothes and so much more
There’ll be a little of everything
Bolts of brass, balls of silver
Flowy fabrics, pretty laces

A daughter’s letter
Priyanshi Agarwal
AIS Gur 46, VII G
An angel with a heart of gold
She knows all the things untold
Sacrifices her joy for others
Listen, she is my mother

I’ll fix windows, dust all shelves
She stays awake at night
Save all the money by myself
When my fever reaches heights
Settles fights with my brother
Once, twice or even thrice
Who is she? She is my mother
I’ll do things perfect and nice
You’ll not leave empty handed
Few local garbs, others branded
This will be the perfect store
Selling things never seen before
I’ll be at my store and I’ll say
“I’m at your service today”G T

When I couldn’t speak as a kid
She always knew of my needs
She is kind like no other
Who is she? She is my mother
She forgives my rude behaviour
Her love is selfless with austere
Guards me from harsh weather

Illustration: Devisha Mehta, AIS Gur 46, XI I

Illustration: Kshitij Bagga, AIS Gur 46, IX I

Who is she? She is my mother
As you grow up and enter teen
You start to act a little mean
But she will stay the same
Your mother - caring & keen G

Pic courtesy: Sreya Suresh, AIS Gur 46, XI G

PAINTING CORNER

It’s Me
My name is Shubhshree Ray
I study in AIS Gurugram 46
Class: III E
Birthday: September 20

My dreams and
aspirations
I want to become: A
teacher and give education
to everyone in the world
I want to feature in GT
because: I like GT and want
to reach out to all the young
readers like me.

Do you know
my favourite…
Book: Rapunzel
Teacher: Rinku Vora ma’am
Game: Ice and water
Mall: Star mall, Gurugram
Food: Rajma rice made by
mom
Poem: Itsy Bitsy Spider
Subject: English

More to know
about me….
Role model: My mother
Best friend: Mihika
Like: Making my own songs
Dislike: Cockroaches
Hobbies: Dancing

Anwita Agarwal
AIS Gur 46, IV F

T
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Wassup

Buzzing Bazinga 2018
Annual Quiz Nurturing Scientific Inquiry In Students

Little children dressed up as different products

Be a product
Time To Show And Tell
AIS VYC Lucknow
B N Bajpai, Advisor (R & D), RBEF gives awards to the winners of Bazinga science quiz for Class XI

Amity R&D Centre

A

mity Group of Schools
held the finale of its annual inter amity sixth
consecutive Bazinga Science
quiz from November 19-26,
2018. The quiz held for Classes
IX-XI, an interesting initiative of
Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity Group of Schools
& RBEF aims to promote scientific temperament and develop
the spirit of scientific exploration
among them. Organised under
the aegis of Amity R & D Centre,
the quiz was hosted by AIS Gurugram 43, AIS Vasundhara 6
and AIS Mayur Vihar for three
Classes IX, X and XI respec-

Buzzing Bazinga Winners
Position

Class IX

Class X

Class XI

First

AIS Vas 1

AIS Gur 43

AIS Gur 46

Second

AIS Vas 6

AIS MV

AIS Gur 43

Third

AIS Gur 46

AIS Saket

AIS Vas 6

tively. The finale was graced by
eminent guests including Dr Sri
Prakash Nigam, former professor
and head, MIED, IIT Roorkee;
Dr Shashi Chawla, associate professor, Dept Of Microbiology,
Gargi College and Dr H R Sardana, principal scientist, National Centre for Integrated Pest
Management Pusa Campus at
AIS Gurugram 46, AIS Vasund-

hara 6 and AIS Mayur Vihar respectively.
The quiz competition held at four
different levels, began making
buzz from the first week of October. Level 1 was held in each
section of every Class wherein
two top scorers from each section were announced. In level 2,
the top scorers selected from
Level 1 from each section of that

S

anchita Tiwari of Class
XI brought home laurels
by winning two gold
medals with a record of full
score, at the 64th School
Games Federation of India
(SGFI) Field Archery Nationals held at Shivpuri in Madhya
Pradesh from November 13-17,
2018. A total of 13 states took
part in the tournament and San-

Puppet show at assembly

special heritage assembly based on rivers Narmada and Godavari,
was held for the students of Class
I-VIII on November 19, 2018.
The objective was to spread
awareness about the heritage
value of our rivers and inculcate

Children’s
day special
assembly

AIS Vasundhara 6

D

Dhruv with school principal

hruv Rana of Class X
brought laurels to
Amity, bagging three
gold medals in the Recurve
Under-17 boys category at the
XXXIX Delhi State Archery
Championship held at Yamuna
Sports Complex, New Delhi
from November 21-25, 2018.
He won three gold medals in
the Ranking, Olympic Round
and Team Ranking. School
Principal Sunila Athley congratulated him on his victories.

KG

Krishna A
Verma and
Arnav Singh

Yashika Singh

Aadhya

I

Devansh
Chaurasia
and Maria
Shadab

Naitri Kotecha

Vatsalya Yadav

o celebrate Children’s
Day a special assembly
was held on November
14, 2018 for students of Class IVIII. The teachers presented various programs like dance, songs
and skits and even hosted funfilled activities. The assembly
commenced with lamp lighting
ceremony followed by a
teacher’s talk on childhood by
Bhawna Singh. Teachers then
presented thought of the day, read
news and held a GK quiz. A puppet show depicting the story of
friendship between crocodile and
monkey was the attraction of the
programme. Teachers also sang
an encouraging song ‘Badhte
chalo’ followed by a poem recitation by another teacher Rajkumar. At last some teachers
presented a melodious dance on
the song ‘School Chalein hum’.
The day was really fun filled as
after assembly students went for
an excursion trip. G T

the spirit of caring and conserving them. Students sang songs
and performed dances based on
values of rivers. An open quiz
was held to sensitise children and
inculcate knowledge about
rivers. Every performance was
exquisite and won applauds. G T

Students sang about rivers

Hindi recitation

T

Sanchita Tiwari (centre) with her gold medal

Winners of the competition
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Astitva Pandey
Nursery Huzaif
Aradhya Singh
and Arnav Singh
Class

Heritage assembly
A

Arjunas Win The Laurels
AIS Vasundhara 1

A

Happenings @ Amity International School Gwalior

Ace archers of Amity
chita won gold medals in Single Spot event and Five Spot
event. She also won cash prize
of 5000 INR for hitting maximum number of bulls eye in
the Compound girls event.
Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,
Chairperson Amity Group of
Schools & RBEF, congratulated Sanchita for proving her
brilliance in the field of
archery, and also blessed her
coach, Lokesh Chand.

Class competed, and two winners were selected for level 3, the
the semi-final round. In level 3,
eight winning teams of all
Classes were divided into two
groups A and B, comprising 4
teams each. Two winning teams
of both group A and B were then
selected for the final round.
The finals comprised eight
rounds namely concepts, numerical, video, hand on activities,
rapid fire, connect, quiz master’s
choice, latest in science. The
questions carefully selected by
experts asked were thought provoking as well activity based. At
the culmination of finals all the
winners were awarded with trophies and certificates.G T

fun learning competition called ‘Be a product’ was held for the
students of Class Nursery-I on
November 20, 2018. The objective of the competition was to instill good presentation and
communication skills in young
students. In this competition,

children came dressed up creatively as various products like
popcorn, tooth paste, clock,
washing
machine,
mobile
phones, etc. Each participant
came on stage and spoke about
the use of the product they had
dressed up as, in everyday life.
All the participants were judged
on parameters like dressing,
props, presentation skills, etc.G T

A child recites poem

A

hindi poem recitation competition was held on November 22, 2018 for the students
of Class I and II. The objective
of the competition was to incul-

Class
IA
IB
II A

First
Janvi Verma
Sujata Parihar
Aishwary

II B

Netritva Gupta

Winning poets
Second
Third
Hardik Tomar Shresthan Sharma
Trisha Rao Abhirami Shivam
Harsh
Hirden Singh Gurjar
Praya
Anika Bansal
Sharma

cate love for poetry and make
children aware of the elements of
poetry like rhyme, expressions,
emotions, etc. It also helped enhance voice modulation, articu-

lation and expressions in the students. The contestants were
judged on the criteria of voice
modulation, confidence, presentation style and content. G T

Kids day out

O

n the occasion of Children’s Day, students
were take for a picnic to Prabhat Murti
Kala Kendra, Gwalior on November 14,
2018. Students were extremely excited and happily
explored the beautiful sculptures installed in the
park along with enjoying the bounties of nature. The
day was well spent enjoying, singing and interacting with each other. They played different games
like skipping, kho-kho, etc. The visit was a memorable one and it motivated the students to take care
of their environment and to maintain cleanliness

Children enjoy with art and nature together
around them. It was a wonderful opportunity for all
the children to strengthen their bonds and they returned to their school rejuvenated.G T

Bag Pack

Variety

Delivery Man
Adventures
Coming To Your Door, Again!

Days of future’s past
Let The Battle Unfold Between The Past And Future!
Jaya Jha, IX G & Nayesha
Gandotra, XII D, AIS Gur 46

I

Pic & graphic:
Laxya Pahuja, AIS Gur 46, X F
Model: Prakshal Jain, AIS Gur 46, XII E

Dhriti Seth
AIS Gur 46, X J

“D

n a dark lab in an obscure
corner of the world, a man
typed away furiously. Sparse
lighting illuminated the lettering
on a big machine in a corner, proclaiming - ‘Time Machine 2.0’. It
was all calm, until a loud bang
was heard. The serenity was shattered by what seemed like hundred voices talking all at once.
“This world is absolutely…”
“And they can’t even…”
“Stop!” exclaimed the scientist.
“Don’t talk all at once, please,”
he sighed. “Tansen, why don’t
you go first?”
“What did you think? Who told
you bringing people from the
past to this absurd world was a
good idea? Back in Shahenshah’s
court, people would cry hearing my song. And here? One
woman told me “Bhaiya,
chillar nahi hai!” I am
Tansen Mian, Shahenshah’s jewel, I don’t
need money or this
‘Tok-Tok’ thing they
are all singing on!”
“You mean Tik-Tok?”
asked the scientist.
As Tansen grumbled,

Birbal spoke up, “Who is the
woman in the tiny box that people ask everything from? I will
challenge her to a battle of wits!”
“Oh, you mean Siri?” the scientist laughed.
“You laugh, but the state of your
time is not funny. No one uses
their own mind anymore.You all
rely for knowledge on someone
you can’t even see?”
“You know where I can get
those...little cards? With them,
you can borrow as much as you
want! Imagine! Back in my day,

they started a revolution because
of the debt Louis and I took. But
it’s all so easy in the future!”
“Mary Antoinette, it’s a ‘debit’
card and it isn’t that easy. You
have to pay the money back.”
“Leave the cards; this Google
Maps thing. Teach me, si?” said
Christopher Columbus, with a
gleam in his eyes. “It took me 70
days to find The Americas. I
heard that now the flying tin
boxes fly you to America in 16
hours! Indeed, the future is easy.”
This prompted others to speak all

Illustration: Sanaa Garde and Veda Pandya, XI I, AIS Gur 46

at once again, and the scientist
had to resort to shouting.
“Okay! I get it. Maybe we’re not
as good as you. But we’re happy
as we are! Those ‘box things’,
mobile phones connect us across
continents. And don’t even get
me started on medical facilities. I
made a mistake bringing you
here. I just wanted you to see
how the world has evolved,
thanks to your contributions! But
you only complain. Now it’s time
for you to go back. Come on!”
The legends complied, filling
silently into the Time Machine.
“We’re proud of you,” said
Tansen, just before the door to the
machine shut with a hiss. A blinding light filled the room, and the
lab went back to how it was dark, obscure and silent. The scientist smiled for a second before
resuming his work. G T

It’s a ‘ruff’ life!
They Just Want Belly Rubs, They Don’t Want Your Heart
Riyosha Sharma
AIS Gur 46, XI D

W

henever we feel
stressed, when our
small shoulders are
burdened with heavy project
files, when balance between
work and play is lost, we often
say, “I’m living a dog’s life.”
Well, considering the contrast
between your life and the dog’s,
you would definitely wish you
were on the other side.

You: Turn around at every call of
‘Aadya’, because apparently,
parents have no imagination
when it comes to names.
Your dog: Trots along happily,
because he is original and no
other dog is called Alexander
Lightwood.
You: Toil for hours to complete
your assignment, making pretty
flowers on it because ‘extra
marks for good handwriting’.
Your dog: Chews it up in one
second. One.
You: Frantically run
around to find a cloth to
clean it up before mum sees, because you fought with her to get
that dog and you can’t give her

any reason to say “Told you so”.
Your dog: Poops in the living
room and then greets you with
the widest grin.
You: Drop one pair of jeans on
the floor of your room and suddenly you’re the shabbiest, most
irresponsible and unorganised
devil-child.
Your dog: Destroys the house
and sits innocently on the mess
of the poor, mutilated pillows.
But this is ‘adorkable’,
and of course your
mother has to put it on
her Facebook page.

You: Are easily overshadowed
by siblings as the cute one.
Your dog: Do I even need to say
it? Which dog is ever not the
cutest one in the family?
You: Get your hair cut from the
barber under that tree in the park.
Your dog: Forces you to shell
out 500 bucks at the Dog Salon
every week. (PS that place is
prettier than your entire house.
How even?)

Clearly, dogs live a pampered
life, with their owners at their
beck and call all the time and the
best food and shampoos at their
disposal. So really, don’t be sad
if you think you lead a dog’s life
– run in the streets and rejoice!
Your life is awesome. G T

Illustration: Ksheetija Das
AIS Gur 46, XII B

elivery-Man! I
saved this parcel from the
clutches of the Conglomerate.
Here, take it to its rightful
owner, the Consumer,” exclaimed the employee. The
messenger took the parcel
from the employee, looking
forward to a day exploring
his city, yet again.
“Hello, Parcel. I promise to
protect you with my life until
you’re safely in the hands of
the rightful owner,” he cooed.
With that, he ran towards his
trusted vehicle - the DeliveryMobile. He turned on the ignition and took off for
Consumer’s place.
He rode fast, having safely
packed Parcel into the seat of
the Delivery-Mobile. Suddenly, he started to suffocate.
He looked behind to find Pollution, the Conglomerate’s
right-hand, who destroyed
enemies by spewing toxic air
and smog to suffocate them.
“Oh no! I have to get away
from him!” he thought to
himself. He opted for a shortcut from a lesser known and
green road. Pollution, seeing
its bane, stopped pursuing the
Delivery Man. Before he
could celebrate his small yet
significant victory, he encountered someone stronger,
someone with a fire in his
belly - The Sun. It shot multiple solar beams at DeliveryMan which were hot enough
to melt any object in sight but
the determined man’s resolve.
Sweating profusely, he
switched to a lane which was
shadowed under the highrise.
And Delivery-Man sped off
on his route yet again.
But that wasn’t all. Traffic,

Conglomerate’s most loyal
soldier, had been instrumental in stopping many enemies
from delivering refugee
parcels on time. But Delivery-Man was not going to let
this happen with him. Making his way between the lanes
rapidly and dodging large
pot-holes, he triumphed.
Finally, he reached his destination, carefully picked up
Parcel, registered his name at
the security and ran up the
stairs. He rang the bell huffing with exertion.
The door was opened by an
impatient lady. “Where have
you been?! I have been waiting for Parcel for days now!”
“I’m sorry madam,” he said.
“We were fighting enemies,”
adding in a soft voice.
“Alright. How much?”
“455 rupees” he replied.
“Here’s 2000. Give me the
change.”
“But I don’t have change.”
“How can you be so unprepared? You should have
change! You are the DeliveryMan!” she blurted, viciously.
She went inside and got the
right amount.
Delivery-Man accepted the
money and walked away. He
knew the wheels of his Delivery-Mobile will start running
again and so will the cycle of
everyday struggles. He still
had so many Parcels to deliver. “I work 13 hours, delivering 60 Parcels a day and
receive a mere 15 rupees per
delivery along with a cruel
remark. No one bothers to ask
me for even a glass of water
in this weather. I don’t deserve this, but I guess this is
all I’m going to get.” He
thought out loud, “Oh! If only
Consumers kept in mind that
even the Delivery-Man is just
that: A man.”
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Hotel? Trivago. Newspaper? GT46
Aashna Sethi, AIS Gur 46, XII I
Page Editor
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